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Tip: Do not try to make the seven seals and the seven trumpets work as a sequence requiring "fourteen steps" to arrive at Revelation
11 Christ Arrival. Even though the seventh seal contains the seven trumpet prophecy, the seven trumpets are the actual future events,
the seven seals are seven secrets revealed to Christ now long ago, that prophecy is completed. 

The seven seals are seven secrets which were revealed (to Christ the lamb) as a seven based prophecy about that "revelation" which
contain nested prophecies (within each of the seven secret seals already revealed to Christ) of the actual "seven trumpet" events of
the future. The seven seals have already been "opened", the seven secrets are now known, understood and being overseen by
Christ. 

(Those who try to "interpret" the seven seals and the seven trumpets as one sequential timeline of the future, will be confounded by
contradictions and major errors because the seals and trumpets are parallel, not sequential in overall manifestation to finality in the
future.

The seven seals are secrets Christ now understands leading to the seven trumpets which are ALARM SIGNALS for Christians of
modern times; live and real-time events of the future that will complete the whole prophecy of Revelation. Trumpets in the Bible are
ALARMS coming in the future to get us awake and ready! (Matt25:1-13)

The seven trumpets prophecy future continuum is when all the events of the seven seals actually become global reality in the future,
hence the seventh seal containing the seven trumpet prophecy.

The seven seals is a prophecy about the visions Christ received which contain completion prophecies WITHIN the seven secrets of
the seven seals, which at one time where also a mystery to Christ as to their actual meaning. The actual events portrayed in the seven
seals take place with the seven trumpet actuality. 

Seven Seal Forecasted Completion Requirements from God Almighty

1-4. The completions to come in the future includes the complete "ride" of all four horses of the first four seals as the global context of
the future reaching full maturation.

5. Then the fifth seal "killed anointed number" must complete which tells us there will also be a "we the living who are surviving" final
living anointed number for the final ministry of the future.

6. The sixth seal is the future Christ arrival which will complete in Revelation 11's actuality of the future, as opposed to the first seal
"ride" of Christ now active in preparation for his arrival.

The sixth seal also contains the divine affirmation sealed final anointed number of the 144,000. Whether this is literal or symbolic
makes no difference because the complete number is a finite requirement of God as shown in Revelation 7 and 14. The sixth seal
also contains the future deliverance of the "great crowd" to round out and complete the global sheep gathering of Christ in the future,
as a parallel of the post Christ Arrival future events of Revelation 14 completed to the full as previewed in the first six seals.

7. The seventh seal is the actual seven trumpet events to unfold in the future to total completion of the final ministerial commission
"second witnessing" of the "two witnesses" of Revelation 11 and that final ministerial 1260 days "3.5 times", which is a sixth trumpet
(second woe) capping event.

That is why the "seventh seal" contains the seven trumpets which goes all the way through Revelation 8 to Revelation 11 as the real
events of the future. 

(Revelation 8:1-2) And when he opened the seventh seal, a silence occurred in heaven for about a half hour. 2 And I saw
the seven angels that stand before God, and seven trumpets were given them.

Seven Trumpet Events of the Future

In the seven trumpets is when the things foretold by God in the seven seals all manifest in global reality in the future.

1. Revelation 8's first four trumpets overall is the Daniel 8:13-14 parallel Temple Judgment of Jehovah's witnesses Apostasy of the
near future which begins the first four trumpet events of Christian alarm which also "wakes up" the "ten virgins" for judgment, and for
the "lighting" of the "preserved oil" which must relate to the "first witnessing" meanings of 1914-1918, but in final globally applicable
form.

2. Revelation 9's 5th and 6th Trumpet Alarms overall is the beginning of the post temple judgment desolation ministerial recovery for
anointed and all Christians in general who will start to understand what the global developments are meaning in the most generic and
non-religious level, which news begins the first two woes. In that period the true meaning of the lawless apostate jehovah's witnesses
development as led by their "lawless one" corporate "Governing Body" and WTBTS will be made known as the "lawless one" must be
revealed (2Thess2:1-9) among the apostate Jehovah's witnesses ministry as a precursor to its epic judgment downfall coming up.

3. 6th Trumpet inclusive Revelation 10 is the final divine ministerial commission (after the Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment accounting
and purification) and Revelation 10:5-7 completion requirements of the start of the "prophesy again" (Rev10:11) command of God for



the "last witnessing" of the "two witnesses" of Revelation 11:3.

4. 6th Trumpet inclusive Revelation 1:1-14 is the final official 1260 days (3.5 times, 42 months) witnessing final ministry of the future,
which when complete will equate to 2520 days or "seven times" total global witnessing since 1914-1918's "first witnessing" cycle of
1260 days in the past.

5. That 6th seal inclusive "witnessing" 1260 days is what fully completes before Christ arrives, and leads to his arrival notifications
(Rev11:1-10) along with the final world events which give indication he is actually arriving.

6. Thus, Christ arrives in 6th Trumpet in the Revelation 11:11-12 parallel of the 7th Plague "Christ Air Event", and he gathers all the
global sheep BEFORE the 7th Trumpet of the Messianic Kingdom Conquest of Revelation 11:15-19.

7. 7th Trumpet is the global conquest completing to complete, Daniel 12:12 parallel.

There will be major global event indications in a continuum of the final major global developments of the next several years which will
be an "alarming" set of many clues that Christ is going to arrive upon completed World Government "8th King" Scarlet Wildbeast
"King North" (Dan11:45) aka King Fierce (Dan8:25)—FYI, World Government is also the ENTIRE "IMMENSE IMAGE" IN TOTALITY
of Daniel 2:31-45, and the Fourth Beast of Daniel 7:23-26. 

Thus, all "structured sovereign prophecy" of the Bible (Dan2,7,8,11-12; Rev13,17), like all "seven head"
national power development of the world in history, ALL CONVERGES INTO "8TH KING" WORLD
GOVERNMENT in the final years coming. And, nicely, it all completes BEFORE Christ arrives, for a global
heads up ANYONE CAN ASCERTAIN to say yes to Revelation 14:6-7 when it comes, with the Globally Positive
and Friendly Christ Arrival, to the last second of Daniel 12:11's final 1290 days, (also the final timed rulership of
said 8th King World Government rivalry.

The final world events include the apostate JW judgment downfall (first), the final ministry to come forth from that timed desolation
(Dan8:13-14) and the global context it all unfolds in as a final global-crisis "sword-stroke" (Rev13:3) "tribulation of those days"
(Matt24:29) which resolves peacefully to present official "8th King" World Government, the rival world government Christ must
vanquish after he secures all the global sheep first.

That is why Christ arrives AFTER the "tribulation of those days" parallel Revelation 13:3 "sword-stroke" (Rev17:8) resolves [peacefully
and positively] ON ITS OWN, as explicitly described in this benchmark prophecy:

(Matthew 24:29-30) “Immediately AFTER the tribulation of those days the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give
its light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. (Rev6:12-18 sixth seal reality with
the Revelation 11 6th trumpet completion (Rev11:7-13)) 30 And then the (all completed prophecy concerning pre-Christ Arrival
final indicators all fulfilled) sign of the Son of man will appear in heaven...

This Time, It Must Become KNOWN BEFORE It Manifests

When Christ gave the Revelation prophecy to John in the first century AD...:

(Revelation 1:1) A revelation by Jesus Christ, which God gave him, to show his slaves the things that must shortly take
place. 

...He did not yet know what the seven seals meant as far as actual realities from God to come, which caused the little anxious drama
to occur in Revelation 5 when the apostle John got very depressed because no one could be found worthy to "open" the "seven seals",
that is "understand" the "secrets"—until the Lamb was revealed to be the only being worthy to allowed by God to open the seven seals
in full understanding of the whole "sacred secret" therein, as judged by God Almighty. That is all in the past now, and part of the whole
Revelation 4-5 initial Kingdom of God inception event of the first Christ Coronation (of two required), in the past, in God's Kingdom,
temporarily (1Cor15:24-28), to oversee the whole seven seals actuality from that time forward.

THAT is the "Kingdom" authority and kingship which Christ "gives back" to God here:

(1 Corinthians 15:25-28) 25 For he must rule as king until [God] has put all enemies under his feet. 26 As the last enemy,
death is to be brought to nothing. 27 For [God] “subjected all things under his feet.” But when he says that ‘all things
have been subjected,’ it is evident that it is with the exception of the one who subjected all things to him. 28 But when all
things will have been subjected to him, then the Son himself will also subject himself to the One who subjected all things
to him, that God may be all things to everyone.

But, we have to KNOW what it all means as shown in Revelation 1:1 as the "things which must shortly take place" in the future:

(Revelation 4:1) After these things I saw, and, look! an opened door in heaven, and the first voice that I heard was as of a
trumpet, speaking with me, saying: “Come on up here, and I shall show you the things that must take place.

(Revelation 22:6-7) And he said to me: “These words are faithful and true; yes, Jehovah the God of the inspired
expressions of the prophets sent his angel forth to show his slaves the things that must shortly take place. 7 And, look! I
am coming quickly. Happy is anyone observing the words of the prophecy of this scroll.”

The overview [previews] of the first six seals all takes place in the seven trumpets [future realities] as the "seventh seal" "secret"
becomes an overall known reality as it fulfills globally with all seven trumpets, in time:



(Revelation 10:5-7) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, 6 and
by the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and
the sea and the things in it, he swore: “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh
angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to
his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”

Basically, the seven seals was the complete revelation from God to Christ of the entire "sacred secret" as far as its final actualities
and details to start to unfold in modern times. And it all unfolds in order, over several final years, and to world government and the
Christ Arrival so many people at the most basic and personal level can start to get ready for assured salvation offer of Revelation
14:6-7 and in a non-religious context because all religion is slated for removal under world government anyways. 

Clue: "Religion" never will complete the story, they never will tell you this good news, they are too busy counting beans in their
corporate pyramid and playing God like the Governing Body of Jehovah's witnesses, who is from the same overall lump of leaven and
from the same den of the "offspring of vipers" which run corporate global religion as a whole multi-trillion dollar racket. (Rev17:12-17;
Rev11:13; Rev16:17-19; Rev19:1-19; Rev18) Let us put faith in God (Rev14:12) and His "Chosen One" Christ, not manmade
"religion".

Two Christ Kingdom Coronations, Two Witnessings Concerning It

This is how we know Christ has TWO Kingdom coronation events for TWO Kingdoms from God which receive TWO "witnessings"
regarding their respective (1) "God's Kingdom" and future (2) "Messianic Kingdom" events.

(Revelation 6:1-2) And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seven seals, and I heard one of the four living creatures
say with a voice as of thunder: “Come!” 2 And I saw, and, look! a white horse; and the one seated upon it had a bow; and
a crown was given him, and he went forth conquering and to complete his conquest.

1. Christ was crowned temporary King of God's Kingdom in the past, that is why he has a crown and a bow, because his God's
Kingdom coronation was only go to have long range "bow" power, he was not going to take over planet Earth as the King of God's
Kingdom alone.

2. In the future, Christ is crowned permanent King of the "Kingdom of David" element of God's Kingdom, The "King of kings".

(Daniel 2:44-45) “And in the days of those kings the God of heaven will set up a kingdom that will never be brought to
ruin. And the kingdom itself will not be passed on to any other people. It will crush and put an end to all these kingdoms,
and it itself will stand to times indefinite; 45 forasmuch as you beheld that out of the mountain (1. God's Kingdom) a stone
(2. Christ's Kingdom) was cut not by hands, and [that] it crushed the iron, the copper, the molded clay, the silver and the
gold. The grand God himself has made known to the king what is to occur after this. And the dream is reliable, and the
interpretation of it is trustworthy.”

Christ's Messianic "Kingdom of David" by a long "setting up" by covenants for millenniums, is the "Kingdom" God "sets up" in Daniel
2. Because God's Kingdom is eternal and required no "setting up", as does the Messianic Kingdom of Christ, wherein all the events
about Christ, his perfect human arrival, the end of the use of Israel's "law covenant", and the start of the "new covenant" Christian era
to find believers worldwide, is all part of "setting up a kingdom" which is NOT completed at this time.

The final 1260 days "witnessing" makes the announcement of the final Kingdom Coronation event of Christ because he will go into
"King of kings" power, in the future, as the King-Priest of the Messianic Kingdom.

That is why this arrival, is the one with a crown (many diadems), and a sword, because this is the "close range" Christ arrival and
eventual take over of planet Earth by conquest over the world government rival in the future:

(Revelation 19:11-16) And I saw the heaven opened, and, look! a white horse. And the one seated upon it is called Faithful
and True, and he judges and carries on war in righteousness. 12 His eyes are a fiery flame, and upon his head are many
diadems. He has a name written that no one knows but he himself, 13 and he is arrayed with an outer garment sprinkled
with blood, and the name he is called is The Word of God. 14 Also, the armies that were in heaven were following him on
white horses, and they were clothed in white, clean, fine linen. 15 And out of his mouth there protrudes a sharp long
sword, that he may strike the nations with it, and he will shepherd them with a rod of iron. He treads too the winepress of
the anger of the wrath of God the Almighty. 16 And upon his outer garment, even upon his thigh, he has a name written,
King of kings and Lord of lords.

Because that would be the event which inspires this reaction upon his arrival, which is a time period, because Christ gathers the
sheep first giving world government rulers and others a bit of time to feel this way:

(Revelation 6:12-17) And I saw when he opened the sixth seal, and a great earthquake occurred; and the sun became
black as sackcloth of hair, and the entire moon became as blood, 13 and the stars of heaven fell to the earth, as when a
fig tree shaken by a high wind casts its unripe figs. 14 And the heaven departed as a scroll that is being rolled up, and
every mountain and [every] island were removed from their places. 15 And the kings of the earth and the top-ranking
ones and the military commanders and the rich and the strong ones and every slave and [every] free person hid
themselves in the caves and in the rock-masses of the mountains. 16 And they keep saying to the mountains and to the
rock-masses: “Fall over us and hide us from the face of the One seated on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb,
17 because the great day of their wrath has come, and who is able to stand?”

That dread is only for those who choose to reject Christ's Kingdom Revelation 14:6-7 [Guaranteed Open Salvation Offer to Everyone



and Anyone] given by the Kingdom Angels and Christ globally, come Revelation 14 Mode on Earth, post-Christ Arrival. 

Thus the "bow and crown" first seal event, in time leads to the full Christ arrival which actually takes place in Revelation 11 in the sixth
trumpet conclusion period (Rev11:11-12) which is where that sixth seal preview in the above will become reality in the future, live and
real-time.

We know the Revelation 6:1 "arrival" is the first arrival of Christ as kinged King in God's Kingdom, to oversee everything which would
lead to his final "King of kings" Kingship in the Messianic Kingdom of Christ in the future. The full gathering of the heavenly sheep
allows the Messianic Kingdom of Christ to be completed in the future, and that is why it was but a "child", an infant kingdom in 1914:

(Revelation 12:5) And she gave birth to a son, a male, who is to shepherd all the nations with an iron rod. And her child
was caught away to God and to his throne. 

Note: After Apostate jehovah's Witnesses are washed away as an apostate ministry and organization (Isa28:21), the 1914 date-
event-benchmark will be reaffirmed once the 607 BCE date is based on the "gentile time" of the Babylonian ascension of King
Nebuchadnezzar from Crown Prince (607 CE) of Babylon to King of Babylon (605 BCE) from 607 BCE to 605 BCE, which like the
586 BCE Jerusalem destruction dating, is known secular history. 

Jerusalem's destruction must be recognized as having taken place according to hundreds of secular source history in circa 586 BCE.
The date event error which apostate WTBTS and Jehovah's witnesses stubbornly maintain to undermine the God's Kingdom events of
1914, is not going to change actual divine chronology, it will be removed and rectified after the apostate JW downfall of Daniel 8:13-
14 in the future.

In the future, with the gathering of all the sheep globally as Christ first priority upon arrival, all those last sheep gathered, heavenly and
earthly, must be in completion because they all form the "Messianic Kingdom" whether of the immortal spirit rulers under and subject
to Christ, or the foundational "King Domain" of the "great crowd" as the base social group of the one thousand years total planetary
life system restoration to come after Christ "completes his conquest" as in Revelation 6:1.

To ever use the teachings of Christ to elevate "rulers" now or to cause competitive thinking among all the sheep and believers
regardless, cannot fly under the real Christ, it all has to become ONE, like the real one for all, and all for one, but for real:

(1 Corinthians 15:25-28) ...that God may be all things to everyone.

Because to God, "everyone" is His "all things". 

(Matthew 10:29-30) Do not two sparrows sell for a coin of small value? Yet not one of them will fall to the ground without
your Father’s [knowledge]. 30 But the very hairs of your head are all numbered. 

What kind of a "KINGDOM" would it really be if the "little things" were forgotten and left in the dust? It would not be any better than the
Kingdom of the Devil now active and on the way out.

(John 12:31) now the ruler of this world will be cast out...

Seven Seals Tables

Revelation Seven Seals Overview
Revelation 6-11
Secrets 7 Seals Nested Preview Completions Prophecy Context 

 Seal 1 Horse 1 Christ Kingdom Revelation
6:1-2 1. Christ Reveals Vision to John Rev1:1

    God's Kingdom Christ
Kinging 2. Christ Does Not Understand Vision

    Messianic Kingdom Christ
Kinging

3. Christ Crowned King in God's Kingdom
1914

      4. Christ Given Final Propehcy
Understanding

 Seal 2 Horse 2 War Sword-Stroke Revelation
6:3-4 to Oversee Final "Two Witnesses" Ministries

      1914-1918 1260 Days (Rev5)

 Seal 3 Horse 3 Famine On-going
Effects

Revelation
6:5-6 Future 1260 Days Required

      2520 Days "Seven Times" Completion

 Seal 4 Horse 4 Death On-going
Effects

Revelation
6:7-8

Future Messianic Kingdom Completion
Basis

      1914  
      Revelation 6 Christ Crown God's Kingdom

Killed Revelation



 Seal 5 Blood Killed
Number Resistance Revelation

6:9-11 Revelation 6 "Bow" Long-Range Weapon

      Future  

    Killed
Anointed  Revelation 19 Christ Crown Messianic

Kingdom

 Seal 6 Presence Christ Arrival Arrival Revelation
6:12-17

King of
kings  

  144000  Sealing Revelation
7:1-8 Revelation 9 "Sword" Close-Range Weapon

  Great
Crowd  Deliverance Revelation

7:9-17   

 Realities Seal 7 7
Trumpets Nested World

Events
Temple
Judgment Prophecy Context

  1 Earth Temple Judgments Revelation
8 Sword-Stroke

   Apostate JW  Jehovah's
Witnesses Daniel 8:14 "Evening Phase"

   "Earth"
Judgment  Signal

Apostasy
Daniel
11:41-43 Altar Fire Purifications

   Global
Epicenter     

  2 Sea UN NGO Apostasy
Exposures Daniel 8:13 Sword-Stroke

   JW Sea
Apostate  UN NGO

Divine Curse
Daniel
11:31b  

   UN NGO   Matthew
24:15  

   Ramifications     

  3 Waters Apostasy Governing
Body

Daniel
11:32a Sword-Stroke

   GB "Man of  Defector
Anointed First

2Thess2:1-
4  

   Lawlessness"  Infiltrators
Takeover   

   Profanation     
   Effects     

  4 Lights Subversion Total JW
Ministry Zech3:1-3 JW Ministry

   Total JW
Ministry  Apostate For

1/3 Daniel 8:12 Subversion

   "1/3"
Apostate  Duration   

   Darkness  1976-Future
Judgment   

  5 Locusts Recovery Post-
Judgment

Revelation
9 Sword-Stroke Healing

   Approved Anointed Exposure Daniel 8:14 "Morning Phase"
   Recovery     
   Exposes JW     
   Apostasy     

  6 Cavalry Recovery Post-
Judgment  Sword-Stroke Healing

   Final
Commission  Exposure Revelation

10  

   Final
Witnessing  1260 Days Revelation

11:1-7  

   All Christian   Revelation
11:7-10 World Government

   Participation     

   Christ Arrival   Revelation
11:11-12  

  7 Kingdom Kingdom
Conquest 1290 Days Revelation

11:15-19  

   Christ Heavenly  Revelation Matthew 24:31



   Completes Sheep  14:1-5 Matthew 24:31

   Ministry Messianic
Kingdom  Revelation

11:11-15 Daniel 12:11 Conclusion

    Open
Salvation  Revelation

14:6-8  

    Conquest  Revelation
11:15-19 Revelation 19:11-21

    Marriage of
the Lamb  Revelation

19:1-10 Psalm 45

Note:
1. Christ Reveals Vision to John Rev1:1, First Century
2. Christ Does Not Understand Vision from First Century to 1914
3. Christ Crowned [Temporary] King in God's Kingdom 1914
4. Christ Given Final Prophecy Understanding, 1914
5. Christ Then Oversees Final "Two Witnesses" Ministries
6. Witness 1: 1914-1918 1260 Days
7. Witness 2: Future 1260 Days
8. 2520 Days "Seven Times" Completion Required in Future
Seventh Seal Nests Seven Trumpet Reality
1. All "seven seal" [secrets] made known to Christ unfold as Seventh Seal containing Seven trumpet reality unto all
required final completions.
2. The Seven Trumpets are the actual events, realities and completions pictured in the first six seals.
3. All "seven seal" visions previewed as revealed secrets given to the lamb in the seven seals in1914 then to
become completed "seven trumpet" realities.
4. The future final fulfillment cycle of the seven trumpets in the future [repeats] the same meanings, principles and events
as the 1914-1926
first Revelation "first witnessing" cycle but in future final form unto the Christ Arrival, future.
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Revelation Seven Seals Parallel Fulfillment Reality
Revelation 6-11

Secrets 7
Seals Nested Preview Completion Prophecy Context

 1 Horse 1 Christ Kingdom On-going Secrets "Seals" Revealed to Lamb in
1914

  Ongoing  God's Kingdom Christ Kinging Actual Events Occur in 7
Trumpets/Plagues

  Global
Effects  Messianic Kingdom Christ Kinging of Final Global Cycle

 2 Horse 2 War Sword-Stroke Matthew 24:6 These War Cycle Effects Continue to
  Ongoing  Tribulation Revelation 11:7-10 World Government "World Peace"

  Global
Effects  of those Days Revelation 13:5-7 1Thess5:1-3  

 3 Horse 3 Famine On-going Effects  These Global-Crisis Effects Peak in
Final

  Ongoing    Sword-Stroke to Peaceful Recovery

  Global
Effects    Revelation 13:3  

      Isaiah 41:1  
      Isaiah 19  
 4 Horse 4 Death On-going Effects  Revelation 16:8-9  
  Ongoing      

  Global
Effects      

  Completion: All Four Horses Continue to Global Completion of the
Future   

 5 Blood Killed Number Resistance Revelation 11:7-10 Peaks in 1260 Days Finale
    Killed Anointed Revelation 13:5-7 Final Warning Cessation Concludes

     Revelation 12:14 Completion of "Killed Number" of
Anointed

     Daniel 7:25 Final Warning Mission Completion



     Daniel 7:25 Forms
     Daniel 12:7 Basis for Final Affirmation Sealing

  Completion: Killed Anointed: Implies a Living Transference for
Some

Final Anointed Taken Alive
(1Thess4:17)

  1 Thessalonians 4:17; Revelation 13:9-10; Jude 14    

 6 Presence Christ Arrival Arrival Revelation 11:11-12 Daniel 12:11, 7:26 1290 Days
Timeframe

  144000  Sealing Revelation 16:17 Arrives on Complete World Government
  Great Crowd  Deliverance Revelation 14:1-8 Late 6th Trumpet Event
     Matthew 24:29-31 6th Plague Event  

  Completion: Both Heavenly and Earthly Sheep Gathering
Completion

Seven Seals: All Required
Completions

      The Seven Seals picture a prophecy

      fulfillment overview from the Seven
Trumpets

      in which all required divine spiritual
      completions are pictured.

Realities Seventh Seal: Seven Trumpets are Within Seventh Seal as Actual Future World Climax
Events  

 Completion: Future Seven Trumpets Fulfill to Global Complete Reality   
 7 7 Trumpets Nested World Events Temple Judgment Prophecy Context
  1 Earth Temple Judgments Revelation 8 Sword-Stroke
   Apostate JW  Jehovah's Witnesses Daniel 8:14 "Evening Phase"

   "Earth"
Judgment  Signal Apostasy   

   Global Epicenter   Daniel 11:41-43 Altar Fire
Purifications

  2 Sea UN NGO Apostasy
Exposures Daniel 8:13 Sword-Stroke

   JW Sea
Apostate  UN NGO Divine

Curse Daniel 11:31b  

   UN NGO     
   Ramifications   Matthew 24:15  
  3 Waters Apostasy Governing Body Daniel 11:32a Sword-Stroke

   GB "Man of  Defector Anointed
First 2Thess2:1-4  

   Lawlessness"  Infiltrators Takeover   
   Profanation     
   Effects     
  4 Lights Subversion Total JW Ministry Zech3:1-3 JW Ministry

   Total JW
Ministry  Apostate For 1/3 Daniel 8:12 Subversion

   "1/3" Apostate  Duration   

   Darkness  1976-Future
Judgment   

  5 Locusts Recovery Post-Judgment Revelation 9 Sword-Stroke
Healing

   Approved Anointed Exposure Daniel 8:14 "Morning Phase"
   Recovery     
   Exposes JW     
   Apostasy     

  6 Cavalry Recovery Post-Judgment  Sword-Stroke
Healing

   Final
Commission  Exposure Revelation 10  

   Final Witnessing  1260 Days Revelation 11:1-7  
   All Christian  Final Ministry Revelation 11:7-10 World Government
   Participation     

   Christ Arrival   Revelation 11:11-
12  

Revelation 11:15-



  7 Kingdom Kingdom Conquest 1290 Days Revelation 11:15-
19  

   Christ
Completes Heavenly Sheep  Revelation 14:1-5 Matthew 24:31

   Ministry Messianic Kingdom  Revelation 11:11-
15  

    Open Salvation  Revelation 14:6-8  

    Conquest  Revelation 11:15-
19 Revelation 19:11-21

    Marriage of the
Lamb  Revelation 19:1-10 Psalm 45

    Millennial Kingdom    
    Inception    
Note:
1. Christ Reveals Vision to John Rev1:1, First Century
2. Christ Does Not Understand Vision from First Century to 1914
3. Christ Crowned [Temporary] King in God's Kingdom 1914
4. Christ Given Final Prophecy Understanding, 1914
5. Christ Then Oversees Final "Two Witnesses" Ministries
6. Witness 1: 1914-1918 1260 Days
7. Witness 2: Future 1260 Days
8. 2520 Days "Seven Times" Completion Required in Future
Seventh Seal Nests Seven Trumpet Reality
1. All "seven seal" [secrets] made known to Christ unfold as Seventh Seal containing Seven trumpet reality unto all required final
completions.
2. The Seven Trumpets are the actual events, realities and completions pictured in the first six seals.
3. All "seven seal" visions previewed as revealed secrets given to the lamb in the seven seals in1914 then to
become completed "seven trumpet" realities.
4. The future final fulfillment cycle of the seven trumpets in the future [repeats] the same meanings, principles and events as the 1914-
1926
first Revelation "first witnessing" cycle but in future final form unto the Christ Arrival, future.
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Revelation Seven Seals to Seven Trumpets Details
Revelation 6-11
Secrets/Completion Previews
Seal 1 Seal 2 Seal 3 Seal 4 Seal 5 Seal 6 Seal 7

Horse 1 Horse 2 Horse 3 Horse 4 Blood 144000 Seven Trumpets

Kingdom Sword-Stroke Effects Effects Resistance Sealed  

Christ War Famine Death Anointed Christian Completion  

   Hades Killed Number Christ Arrival  
    to Completion Deliverance  
     Great Crowd  
Ongoing to Completion Ongoing to Completion  

Seven Plague Events Global Context Seven Trumpet Event Seven Trumpet
Event Seven Trumpet Events

Future: Climaxes with Seven Plague Parallel Late 6th Trumpet Late 6th Trumpet All Revelation 8-11

Four Horses a Progressive Continuation Since 1914 Revelation 11:7-10 Revelation 11 Actual World Events

Global Context Completion Over Both Cycles Anointed Deliverance Judgment Completion

of Revelation's Dual Fulfillment Killed Completion  
Seventh Seal Contains Future Seal 7



Seven Trumpet Spiritual Events Seven Trumpet Reality

Trumpets 1-4 Temple Judgment  Temple Judgment

Trumpet 1  Trumpet 1
Daniel 8:13-14 Timed temple Judgment Parallel  Earth
Temple Judgment of Jehovah's Witnesses' Apostasy   
Trumpet 1 Encapsulates the entire temple judgment meaning.   
Trumpet 2  Trumpet 2
JW Apostasy is Prophetic and Historic with 3rd UN Presentation  Sea
Event of 1990, as JWs Partnered with the Wildbeast as UN NGO   
Curse of the JW UN NGO World Government Alliance "Mountain"   
Trumpet 3  Trumpet 3
JW 3rd UN Presentation (Dan11:31b; Dan8:23) Cover-up and UN NGO  Waters

JW UN NGO Wildbeast Partnership Assures Ministerial Desolation Judgment   

Governing Body Apostasy—GB Leads Apostate Operation   
Trumpet 4  Trumpet 4
1/3 JW Ministerial Corruption/Darkness 1970s to Present  Lights

Trumpet 5  Temple Recovery

Trumpet 5 Temple Recovery Parallel Leads to Final Ministry "Last Witnessing"  Trumpet 5

Anointed Christian Cleansing to Approved Ministerial Recovery  Locusts
Anointed Christian cleansed recovery affects the rest later   
Trumpet 6   
Temple Recovery of Christian "Army" Affected for Final Ministry Action  Trumpet 6
Trumpet 6 is the entire final ministerial recovery participants globally  Cavalry
Incomplete Ministry (Rev11:7-10; Rev13:5-7; Matt10:23) is completed by Christ at
Arrival as   

Revelation 14:6-8 in the Daniel 12:11 final Timeframe.    

Final Ministry Commission Parallel (Zech3:4-9)  Final Commission

Temple Judgment Cleanses Ministry for Final Deployment 1260 Days   
Entire Prophecy "Good News" Truthful Summary Completion   

"Second Witnessing" 1260 days Divine Commission  Final Ministry 1260 Days

Final "Witnessing" Ministry Revelation 11:2-3, 12:14, 13:5 Parallel  3.5 Times

Final Ministry 1260 Days  Daniel 7:25; 12:7

  Revelation 11:2-3; 12:14;
13:5

With 1914 1260 days, final 1260 days equates to 2520 days as   
"seven times" completion.   
Open Salvation Offer 1290 Days  Christ Arrival

Daniel 12:11 1290 Days Timeframe  Open Salvation
Guarantee

Revelation 14 Parallel   

Seventh Trumpet Events  Kingdom Conquest

Christ Messianic Kingdom Conquest  Trumpet 7

Christ "King of kings" Universal  Messianic Kingdom

Seventh Seal Overview Concludes with Seventh Trumpet Reality
Notes
Seven Seals
1. The Seven Seals are Seven Divine Secrets of Revelation 4-5, which were only known by God,



were opened in understanding to Christ "the Lamb" with the 1914 God's Kingdom Coronation of Christ.
2. Christ oversees all prophetic actual ministry events since 1914.
3. The Revelation 5-11 "Seven Seals" is a unique Nested Prophecy.

4. The first six seals contain a divine propehcy given to Christ whose actual final global events manifest with the

5. Seven Trumpets as real world events as the seventh seal concludes with the seventh trumpet.
Seven Trumpets

1. The Seven Trumpets are nested in the seventh seal understanding to manifest in 1914-1926 events and future

repeating prophecy events of the final "Two Witnesses" 1260 days ministry.
2. Because seven sealed "scroll" is two-sided there are two fulfillment cycles, 1914 and future.

3. All seals depict required divine completions actualized with the seven trumpet world judgment completion process.

4. Seven trumpets contain the final sequence of the future in stepped final milestones such as:
A. The Epic Judgment Downfall of Apostate Jehovah's Witnesses Organization and Ministry in a failed "end of the world" pretext of 2
Thessalonians 2:1-4 as the
Temple Judgment of Daniel 8:13-14 parallel Revelation 8-9.
B. The manifestation of a global-crisis "sword-stroke" "tribulation of those days" which crashes the 7th King King South national world
system but resolves peacefully

into a "global healing" phase as the positive world recovery context to present "8th King" King North World Government.

C. The deployment and cessation of the complete 1260 Days Final Ministry as World Government "ascends" from the global-crisis
"abyss".
D. Complete World Government which triggers the Christ Arrival for Open Salvation Offer period of Daniel 12:11 and the completion
of the Messianic Kingdom
E. Final global sheep gathering to completion as Babylon the Great Global Corporate Religion endorses world government, is
outlawed and then globally deposed.
Revelation 14:6-8
Revelation Prophecy Dual Fulfillment 1914 and Future

1. Revelation's Sovereign Prophecy has two fulfillments as Two Witnesses ministerial witnessings of 1260 days each

for a total 2520 days "seven times" completion in the fture.
2. Because there are two Kingdom events there are Two witnessings to make the announcement.

3. 1914 was the God's Kingdom Christ Coronation witnessing period inception which Kingdom is not the Kingdom God

"sets up" (Dan2:44) in Christ's Messianic Kingdom Completion of the future.

4. The Future Kingdom Event Revelation foretells is the Christ Arrival for the Messianic Kingdom completion which

Kingdom agency is to actually rule planet Earth.
5. The final 1260 days "witness" of the Revelation 11 "Two Witnesses" gives the Messianic Kingdom Completion announcement and
Christ Arrival Kingdom mission details.
Christ Arrival Mission Priority Sequence:
Rev14 Dan12:11 Rev16:17 Rev11:11-12 Matt24:29-31   
1. Anointed Gathering for Messianic Kingdom Completion (1Thess4:17)
2. Messianic Kingdom Completion for God Almighty Coronation of Jesus Christ as "King of kings" in the face of "8th King" Rival
World Government (Ps2; 110; Zech6:9-15)
3. Complete Earthly Sheep Gathering; (Matt24:31; Rev14:14-16; Matt25:31-40)
4. Open Salvation Offer Guarantee and Employment for Millennium Kingdom Services; (Rev14:6-8) Eternal Kingdom Employment
Opportunity
5. Final Babylon the Great Official Judgment Carried Out by "8th King" World Government Global Outlawing and Deposition of Global
Corporate Religion.
(Rev17:12-17; Rev18; Rev11:13)
6. Marriage of the Lamb earthly Sheep Invitee Staging; (Rev19:1-10)

7. Conquest Over World Government in Global Deposition and Satan/Demons to "Abyss" as Har-Magedon War Phase POWs

(Rev11:15-19; Rev19:11-21; Rev20:1-3)
8. World Judgment Completion; (Matt25:31-46; Rev14:14-20)
9. Marriage of the Lamb, Open Salvation Peace Covenant Activation Official, Millennial Reign of Christ Over Complete Messianic
Kingdom
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